Data Mining & Machine Learning

Dipl.-Inf. Christoph Carl Kling
Know what you are doing!
ask questions!

DM@C-Kling.de
Exercises are not mandatory

Understanding, not “memorizing”
Know what you are doing!

Rapidminer
Weka
IBM SPSS Miner

VS.

Octave/Matlab
Java
C++
R

...
Octave tutorials:

www.uni-koblenz.de/~agas/lehre/ss03/sfm/octave/octave-tutorial.pdf
http://wiki.octave.org

...
Installation in Debian/Ubuntu:

Octave + Octave statistics package + GNUplot

```bash
sudo apt-get install octave octave-gsl octave-miscellaneous octave-statistics gnuplot
```

Other OS: octave.org